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About This Content

This is the official Soundtrack of Iconoclasts.

Delivered in MP3 and playable in your Steam Music Player.

Relive the heart-wrenching epic in audio format.

Track list:

01 - Prelude (Opening)

02 - Nuts and Bolts (Title)

03 - Robin (Blockrock)

04 - Home (Robin's House)

05 - Controlled Cacophony (Battle 1)
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06 - Brackish (Agents Theme)

07 - Family (Settlement 17)

08 - Dance of Desires (Mina's Theme)

09 - Machines (Battle 2)

10 - Chile (Shard Wasteland)

11 - Impressionables (Battle 3)

12 - Preacher (Chrome's Theme)

13 - Royalty (Royal's Theme)

14 - Youth March

15 - Perished (Game Over)

16 - Ocean Ripple (Isilugar)

17 - Nomads (Isilugar Depths)

18 - Raison d'être

19 - Sole Concern

20 - Whiteout (VS Agent White)

21 - Under Siege

22 - Strait Song (Glass Strait)

23 - Unwanted Stranger (Blockrock Raining)

24 - Revelatory Rhythm

25 - Charged Atmosphere (Ferrier Shockwood)

26 - Indoctrination (The Tower)

27 - Duel (VS Silver Watchman)

28 - Ragtime

29 - Darkness (Dark Cave)

30 - Far Reaches (Darland Ascent)

31 - Omega (VS Omega Wheel)

32 - Poison Blood (Ash's Theme)

33 - Greater Good (One Concern)
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34 - Jet Black (VS Black)

35 - Base

36 - Ivory Towers (City One)

37 - Mother (VS Oedipuss)

38 - Blessed Creations (Bastion)

39 - Chemical Reaction (VS Mendeleev)

40 - Fight Unseen (VS Nobel)

41 - Moonlight (VS Ivory Beast)

42 - Ways Lost (Blockrock Final)

43 - Psychopomp (VS Mother's Corners)

44 - Memento Mori (VS Fitzroy)

45 - Descent (Impact Zone)

46 - Conscience

47 - Cosmic Event (Final Battle 1)

48 - Castle Doctrine (Final Battle 2)

49 - Rebirth

50 - Respite (Credits)

51 - Get Ready (Release Date Trailer)
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This game is hard, every mistake is deadly. You must learn or be destoryed. It's time to get into your big boys shoes. Not a game
for the light hearted.. My last review seems to have disappeared, so here we go again...)

I got this game from backing the Kickstarter to revive this game since I loved Zoombinis in my childhood. In fact, I still have
the old CD but unfortunately, it doesn't work on my current laptop. I recommend this game overall because the essence of it and
the puzzles are still pretty much the same, and that's what really matters. That is not to say that I don't have a few complaints
about this game.

My most practical complaint is that you now have to click and hold/drag in order to move the Zoombinis around, which is a pain
compared to the old version where you could just click to pick up a Zoombini, move it around without holding any buttons, and
click again to set the Zoombini down.

Additionally, the windowed version doesn't fit my screen properly, with the bottom slightly cut off.

I had trouble clicking some of the Zoombinis in the Crystal Caverns in both the windowed and non-windowed versions. It seems
to be random at what time and which Zoombinis are hard to pick up. (Also on that level, some of the crystals you can chose
from aren't well integrated graphically either. For example, the sneakers stick out. If a crystal is partially behind another crystal,
the Zoombini on the back crystal will still show up completely in front of the front crystal, which I guess makes sense since you
would want to be able to see the whole Zoombini, but there are far better fixes to that like spacing the crystals apart so they
don't overlap in the first place.)

The new background graphics are absolutely gorgeous (I love the little transition drawings, too, nice touch), and the difference
between the style of art for the background and the characters doesn't really bother me. What does bother me is that they aren't
integrated well in many spots. For example, in the Stone Cold Caves, the Zoombinis don't follow the path exactly-- like for the
top left one, the Zoombinis go halfway off the path for upper part. Even worse, there are some parts where the Zoombinis stick
out of the background when they aren't supposed to, like when entering doors in Hotel Dimensia or, more noticeably, when
traveling through the Crystal Caverns and not going behind any of the support beams. I'm disappointed that with all the effort
put into making the game look nicer, mistakes like this would slip through. Also, the Zoombinis look simply shrunken down for
the Titanic Tattoooed Toads in an awkwardly pixellated fashion. The font for the Zoombiniville sign looks rather slapped on and
not well integrated either.

Most of the sounds are essentially recycled from the first game since the sounds were fortunately high-quality enough to be used
again-- which is great because I loved the sounds for the first game. However, they aren't really improved from the first game;
there are still awkward overlaps of some audio clips-- like the first time I visited Hotel Dimensia in this remake, the squirrel
talked over herself at one point in her introduction. Even worse, some of the sounds that I loved have been taken out. For
example, in Mudball Wall, the sound of the mud being sucked up is gone-- and not even neatly taken out, just awkwardly
clipped out to my ears-- as are the sounds of the Zoombinis crash-landing and making cute "oof" noises. I would really like all
those sounds to be added back in; it's just strange and even discontinuous for only some parts of the mudball making and firing
process to make noise but others not to. Additionally, the Mudball Wall sounds now kind of awkwardly overlap when a mudball
is being made at the same time that the Zoombinis are being fired over. The only sound I appreciate being gone is the annoying
jangling that comes from a spring-footed Zoombini carrying a pizza. (I can't believe pineapples got put in as a topping...)

It's sad that while Mudball Wall's efficiency was awkwardly increased, nothing was done, as far as I could tell, about
Bubblewonder Abyss-- it's still as much of a drag to wait for the Zoombinis to drift across as it was before.

Anyway, the game is still fun overall; if you're new to it, you likely won't even find what I complained about to be a problem
since a bunch of them are differences between the original and this version. Zoombinis is still something I'd recommend to
people young and not-as-young, haha~. buy have fun. Done by these people...

http:\/\/www.artifexmundi.com\/page\/all_games\/

I'm not a tower defense gamer, but did not mind this one. It's pretty basic really. You will find it difficult at first but once it's
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dawned on you what you need to do to stop the select number of enemy waves from getting to the exit point, then you can play
that strategy for all the levels except the last one. There is a handful of levels 10 or 12 from memory with an additional 2 which
gets unlocked when you have finished the game. The last level is without a doubt the hardest. I have 3 gold on every level other
than the last one and just cant seem to master the last level for a 3 gold status no matter how i work my combinational defense.
The game will take you 3 - 5 hrs at the maximum. If you ever do get it and get three gold on the last level please inform me how
you managed to do it. I would be extremely interested. Novel way to spend a night.. I think this game has great potential, it's a
fun game you just shape your A.D.A.P.T.R (Armored.Digistructed.Adaptable.Probing.Tactical.Robot) to fit any problem, it
"adapts" with little difficulty, it's fun to design a vehicle\/adaptr to accomadate the challenges of each level.
. The potato is a starchy, tuberous crop from the perennial nightshade Solanum tuberosum L. The word "potato" may refer
either to the plant itself or to the edible tuber.

8/8 gr8 b8 m8. well I wanted to try this game cause it sounded neat but the game resolution would not fit my monitor nor let me
change it at all, on top of that I wasnt able to even make a character to try it due to it crashing every 60 seconds :( -no reason at
all, it would just randomly close itself.
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A plea to other developers; DO WHAT CROTEAM HAS DONE !!!

FINALLY a reason for me to have bought the Vive. Enough of the poorly optimized and silly stuff that has dominated VR. This
game ROCKS !!! No plot who cares. You are immersed and fighting for your life. What a riot !!!

Before this game I was ready to sell my VIVE. now I am already planning my next VR machine build when the newer games
and\/or hardware comes out.

A full game with fantastic action and a real sense of immersion. I have played it for many hours now and its a no brainer, it
seriously works. I play with comfort mode turned off and no teleportation. By sitting on an old piano stool (finally a use for that
too) that rotates my motion sickeness is pretty much gone. You simply spin on the stool to turn and navigate with the left
thumpad and pointing your left weapon. I can really rock with this setup the action and mobility is beyond expectation. turning
with the right trackpad in analog mode will make you sick, so I just use discrete turning with that (45\/90 degree sort of thing). !

For someone who has refused to play a game that is not Nvidia 3d vision (thank you Helix Mod) for many years now, I can
assure you that this is a totally compelling experience. It performs amazingly well and the graphics are very satisfying.
Considering the low res of the VIVE this game is still eye candy,

I am running 2 980ti cards overclocked in sli, and this game runs on ultra+ with no stutter. It is running both cards at about
50percent each. Sli seems to be working fine. So happy to finally be able to use my hardware properly.

After my experience with this game, I went right out and paid full price for the remainder of the package to support Croteam. I
was hesitant at first to buy any of these as most VR games I have bought or tried were a total dissapointment. I have returned a
good number of turkeys.

These games are totally worth full price to me. No questions asked.

Cannot say enough about Croteam, they really know how to develop software.

BUY THIS GAME. SUPPORT CROTEAM.

G.. i suppose they weren't bad games some time ago. but they didn't age well. they don't run on a more up-to-date machine,
lagging and crashing on the regular.
the art work is about as good as one can expect from older games like this. if you loved and miss the feel of the hidden object
games of the nineties, have an older o.s. and don't really feel like playing anything challenging, then by all means, get this
bundle. but may i suggest you wait for a really good sale before purchasing it? because despite the fact that there are six games
in the bundle, it's Still not worth the eleven to thirteen dollars it's Usually sold for.. This is quite possibly *the* hardest tower
defense I've ever played. I've played both with, and with out friends. It's taken me quite some time to unlock level 3, and it's by
far the hardest so far. I can only shudder to think of later levels, considering the fact that I'm doing this on easy mode. Either I
suck at turret defense as much as my friends, or this game is down right, damn near impossible.

11/10 Would recommend to buy.. It's a cute game to look at and play.
The play is super easy to pick up but the added perfectionist challenges make it a long process to complete.

It has a nice balance of simple to start and depth to come back to.
The nursery rhyme story telling in it is also a nice touch.

It's a simple puzzler that could be enjoyed by a huge range of ages so worth getting for a parent\/ kid playing experience.. good
trailer representing what is the CSGO for the esports.. For the game that releases in 2009, it's still greet to play it right now.
How you use the strategy, choose the fraction, choose the army, i think that's good. But... this game still to simple.
this game is about World war 3, but:
1. you just have 3 fraction in this game, first America, Rusia, and Europe Federation. How can world war 3 happen just on 3
fraction. How about asia like china or japan, or many else.
2. the combat tree... which make this game is too simple.... we need more deep about this
3. How about in this game they make like diplomation to the other fraction (in this case we need more fraction) so it makes this
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game to be more strategic than before

actually i recommend this game. That 3 point on the top is just suggest for the developer of this game
i like about the story, about gameplay, about the voice acting of the character. but like i said too simple
so i hope Tom Clancy's can remake this game and put more sensation (like my 3 point or many more) so it will feel like more
strategic that before. (But Still Recommended for the game that release on 2009)
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